Militarization of police refers to the use of military equipment and tactics by law enforcement officers. This includes the use of armored personnel carriers, assault rifles, submachine guns, flashbang grenades, grenade launchers, sniper rifles, and Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) teams. The militarization of law enforcement is also associated with intelligence agency-style information gathering aimed at the public and political activists, and a more aggressive style of law enforcement. Criminal Homeland Siege provides current enemy intelligence and then the tactical technique to handle it. But this intelligence doesn't come from some foreign shore; it comes from the borders, highways, and cities of America with the enemy being international organized crime. The book first shows which Hispanic and Asian gangs control the wholesale distribution of drugs inside America. Then, it provides chapters on drug route identification, hostage rescue, and collateral-damage-free defense. These topics should be of great interest to both police and military. The lessons of Homeland Siege will make U.S. streets safer to walk and Afghan villages easier to pacify.